Beep, Inc., headquartered in Orlando, Florida, offers autonomous mobility solutions to public and private
agencies and communities in controlled speed, geofenced areas as proof points for the safe testing of
autonomous vehicles on public roads. In the United States, Beep is currently operating the largest and
longest autonomous vehicle mobility network at a single site.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit agency (HART) sought to
implement autonomous mobility to connect people to key destinations
along an arterial route and dedicated transit corridor through the City
of Tampa. The urban environment is densely populated with highrise buildings consisting of offices, apartments, restaurants, a major
transit hub and within walking distance to entertainment. HART is
looking to test the feasibility and viability of autonomous vehicles in
downtown Tampa and how the additional solution can integrate with its
existing transit network and learn public attitudes towards automation
in transportation as well as document the safety benefits of such a
service.
THE SOLUTION
Utilizing funds from the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT),
HART selected Beep due to their experience in planning, deploying
and managing autonomous shuttle technology throughout Florida.
Beep is also the exclusive dealer and operator of NAVYA in Florida.
Beep enabled the solution end-to-end with two NAVYA vehicles, along
the roughly 1-mile route on the Marion Street Transitway. Through
Beep’s established relationship with the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Beep was able to acquire the necessary federal
approvals to operate the shuttles on a dedicated transit corridor
consisting of eight intersections, multiple pedestrian crosswalks and
public transit bus traffic. HART together with the FDOT identified the
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Marion Street Transitway as an ideal test environment and first entry to autonomous transit because of the
controlled access, low speed, intersection navigation, vehicle testing to pedestrians and interactions with
transit vehicles. The project connects HART’s existing services, parking facilities and a nearby streetcar
service. The vehicles are also ADA accessible with Q’Straint devices and ramp to help provide mobility to
those with assisted needs.
THE RESULTS
The HART shuttles operate along the single-route five days a week Monday through Friday with continuous
service from 6:00 am to 7:00 pm. The pilot services four stops along the Marion Street Transitway
connecting key destinations along the route including the Marion Street Transit hub, TECO streetcar line,
and various offices, apartments, restaurants, and retail.
“HART is proud to be the regional leader
in a new era of transportation innovation
in Tampa Bay. HART SMART (Smart
Mobility Alongside Regional Transit) AV
is a first mile, last mile connection from
the TECO Line Streetcar in Ybor City to
our bus system in northern downtown
Tampa. The shuttle is another option
for our riders to get to the places that
enhance their lives.”
- Ruthie Reyes Burckard (HART Deputy
Chief of Transportation)

THE BENEFITS
Beep was able to provide an innovative service that allowed HART to
test alternative transportation along the transit corridor. The first-mile,
last-mile solution provides increased connectivity to more than a dozen
traditional bus routes and access to businesses, restaurants, and retail.
As of May 1, 2021, the service safely transported a variety of passengers seeking connectivity and access
to the Marion Transit Hub. Roughly 1,105 passengers have been safely transported during 1,725 operational
hours.
≈ 1,105 passengers

620 fewer
vehicle trips

nearly 1,725
hours

FUTURE PLANS
Future plans for HART include testing autonomous vehicles in a variety of environments beyond downtown
Tampa and in low density areas within Hillsborough County.
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